
 

Table 1.2 summarizes some of the key changes in the context within which the current innovation
game is being played out.
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Changing context for innovationTABLE 1.2

Context change Indicative examples

Acceleration of knowledge OECD estimates that close to $1 trillion is spent each year 
production (public and private sector) in creating new knowledge – 

and hence extending the frontier along which ‘break-
through’ technological developments may happen

Global distribution of knowledge Knowledge production is increasingly involving new players
production especially in emerging market fields like the BRIC (Brazil, 

Russia, India, China) nations – so the need to search for 
innovation opportunities across a much wider space. One 
consequence of this is that ‘knowledge workers’ are now
much more widely distributed and concentrated in new 
locations, e.g., Microsoft’s third-largest R&D Center employ-
ing thousands of scientists and engineers is now in Shanghai

Market fragmentation Globalization has massively increased the range of markets
and segments so that these are now widely dispersed and
locally varied – putting pressure on innovation search 
activity to cover much more territory, often far from ‘tradi-
tional’ experiences, such as the ‘bottom of the pyramid’
conditions in many emerging markets3

Market virtualization Increasing use of the Internet as marketing channel means
different approaches need to be developed. At the same
time emergence of large-scale social networks in cyber-
space pose challenges in market research approaches, 
e.g., MySpace currently has over 100 million subscribers.
Further challenges arise in the emergence of parallel world
communities as a research opportunity, e.g., Second Life
now has over 6 million ‘residents’

Rise of active users Although users have long been recognized as a source of
innovation there has been an acceleration in the ways in
which this is now taking place, e.g., the growth of LINUX
has been a user-led open community development.27 In
sectors like media the line between consumers and creators
is increasingly blurred - for example, You Tube has around
100 million videos viewed each day but also has over
70 000 new videos uploaded every day from its user base.

(continued)
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(Continued)TABLE 1.2 

Context change Indicative examples

Development of technological and Increasing linkages enabled by information and communi-
social infrastructure cations technologies around the internet and broadband 

have enabled and reinforced alternative social networking 
possibilities. At the same time the increasing availability of 
simulation and prototyping tools have reduced the 
separation between users and producers28, 29

R E S E A R C H  N OT E

One of the most significant figures in this area of economic theory was Joseph Schumpeter who
wrote extensively on the subject. He had a distinguished career as an economist and served as
Minister for Finance in the Austrian government. His argument was simple: entrepreneurs will
seek to use technological innovation – a new product/service or a new process for making it – to
get strategic advantage. For a while this may be the only example of the innovation so the entre-
preneur can expect to make a lot of money – what Schumpeter calls ‘monopoly profits’. But of
course other entrepreneurs will see what has been achieved and try to imitate it – with the result
that other innovations emerge, and the resulting ‘swarm’ of new ideas chips away at the monop-
oly profits until an equilibrium is reached. At this point the cycle repeats itself – our original
entrepreneur or someone else looks for the next innovation that will rewrite the rules of the
game, and off we go again. Schumpeter talks of a process of ‘creative destruction’ where there is
a constant search to create something new which simultaneously destroys the old rules and
establishes new ones – all driven by the search for new sources of profits.30

In his view ‘[What counts is] competition from the new commodity, the new technology, the new
source of supply, the new type of organization . . . competition which . . . strikes not at the margins of
the profits and the outputs of the existing firms but at their foundations and their very lives.’

Joseph Schumpeter – the ‘Godfather’ of innovation studies

1.4 What is innovation?
One of America’s most successful innovators was Thomas Alva Edison who registered over 1000
patents. Products for which his organization was responsible include the light bulb, 35 mm cinema film
and even the electric chair. Edison appreciated better than most that the real challenge in innovation was
not invention – coming up with good ideas – but in making those inventions work technically and com-
mercially. His skill in doing this created a business empire worth, in 1920, around $21.6 billion. He put
to good use an understanding of the interactive nature of innovation, realizing that both technology
push (which he systematized in one of the world’s first organized R&D laboratories) and demand pull
need to be mobilized.
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